CO N SU LTING ENGINEER S

COMPLETE RANGE OF
GEOTHERMAL SERVICES

Geothermal Energy
Geothermal energy is one of the most reliable sustainable and
renewable energy source available today. The knowledge on
utilization of geothermal energy both for electrical production as
well as district heating, and other direct usage has been building
up rapidly in Iceland and abroad for the last decades.
We offer advice on business modelling and

EFLA is experienced in feasibility studies

planning, and assist our clients with financing

and cost estimation for geothermal power

geothermal projects. In addition, we understand

plants as well as direct usages of the geo-

the close relationship of successful geothermal

thermal energy.

projects and characterization of the geothermal
resource. Therefore, we place special emphasis

EFLA is one of the world’s few engineering

on the exploration of geothermal resources as

consulting firms with decades of experience

part of geothermal projects.

in harnessing this rapidly emerging but
technologically demanding energy source.
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Exploration
Determining if your potential project can move forward
or not, is a decision that needs to be bases on sound and
accurate data. Indeed, successful drilling and design depend greatly on data collected in the early stages of
geothermal development.

EFLA’s staff are highly experienced in exploration phases of
geothermal development and have worked globally on data
collection and evaluation, often cooperating closely with
leading geological experts in the field.

Geothermal systems are complex by nature and no two
resources are the same and the quality of work during
exploration can determine the projects fate at later

•

Geological and structural
mapping

•

Chemical sampling and research

•

Geothermal gradient mapping

•

Evaluation of sites and prioriti
sation of fields

•

Geophysical investigation

•

Conceptual modelling

•

MT/TEM and seismic and gravity
monitoring

•

Confirmation of findings of
geochemical- and geophysical
anomalies

•

3D modelling of fracture and fault
mapping

KEY PROJECTS

SERVICE PROVIDED

stages.

KENYA - SUSWA  Review of the conceptual model and
drilling targets for GDC/ICEIDA
NEW MEXICO - USA  Review and assessment of geothermal resource for FE Clean Energy
TURKEY - NEMRUT  Exploration, data review and
interpretation 1D and 3D, Conceptual model and drilling
targets.

Direct Use of
Geothermal Energy
Geothermal Energy is much more than a means for
electricity production as the heat can be used directly for
numerous industrial process, aquaculture and horticulture.
As well as for house heating and cooling, spa and wellness
and even extraction of valuable materials, metals
and gases. Direct use of geothermal systems is vital
importance in the geothermal energy value chain.
EFLA has experience in design and set up of direct and indirect
geothermal utilization for swimming pools, spas, greenhouses and
fish farming. Our experts can help you choose the best process
fitting you resource and market demands. Extend your business
case and utilize further your geothermal resource with various
direct use applications.

Utilizing Downstream geothermal fluid for direct use
can add value to geothermal projects and generate
more revenue than initial electrical generation and

•

Industrial and agricultural uses

•

District heating and cooling

•

CO2 extraction and processing

• Health and wellness/spa
•

Hotels and swimming pools

•

Spa maintenance design

•

Hotels and swimming pools

•

Greenhouses and horticulture

•

Drying of fruits, cement or tea

•

Aquaculture and fish drying

SERVICE PROVIDED

SERVICE PROVIDED

provide better financial return.

ICELAND - BLUE LAGOON  Main consultants for renovation and enlargement of bathing area, including
gathering system for delivery of brine to the SPA and pool
area, as well as the new luxury hotel.
ICELAND - SALTVERK  The world’s only artisan salt
produced with 100% geothermal energy. EFLA has assisted
Saltverk to overcome technical challengers using direct
geothermal energy.
ICELAND - ISAGA/LINDE GROUP  Food grade CO2
extraction and purification from geothermal well.

Economic
Feasability and
Business Modelling
Funding geothermal projects requires insight into the
whole process of developing such projects and understanding the resource. With different appetite for risk
financiers prefer to see the risk minimize as funding
increases.
With a correct funding plan and a clear view of the resource
milestones that are organized and phased in the development
financing will lead to lower risk.

EFLA’s wide range of experience in geothermal projects
allows our experts to perform reliable investment- and

•

Commercial, environmental and
technical feasibility studies/
bankable papers

•

Commercial, environmental and
technical due diligence

•

Financial and technical risk
assessments

•

A step by step phased financing
approach, designed to minimize
financial risk

•

Assistance with funding geothermal projects

•

Business development for projects
based on geothermal energy

SERVICE PROVIDED

SERVICE PROVIDED

operational cost analysis for geothermal projects.

TURKEY  Exploration and pre-feasability study for
several fields in Turkey.
INDONESIA  Review of feasability study and exploration
strategy
USA  Review of feasability study and exploration
strategy

Power plant
modelling
Proper plant design, planning and construction supervision prevent excessive investment and time delays.
Good quality data from exploration lays the foundation
for proper mass and energy modelling and the basis
for feasible power plant configurations for electrical
production and/or cascade utilization of geothermal
resources.
EFLA is experienced in the multifunctional design of power plants
for electrical generation and cascading processes. Chemical
analyses of the geothermal fluid will determine the material
selection for equipment to reduce operation and maintenance
costs. EFLA has experience in tendering of power generating
equipment, after confirming the geothermal power potential
with at least 50% steam behind the pipes. Additional drilling
and testing before the procurement process will further lower
the owners risk.

EFLA has over 30 years’ experience in Power Plant
engineering in all disciplines including civil-, control-,
environmental-, high/low voltage electrical-, mechanical-

•

Power plant modelling and

•

optimization

•

Steam field design

•

Single & Double flash power
plants

•

Binary and small scale power
plants

•

Combined Flash and Binary
power plants

•

SCADA and PLC control systems

•

Detail design and tender
documents

•

Supervision and commissioning

•

H2S and CO2 handling

KEY PROJECTS

SERVICE PROVIDED

and transmission engineering.

ICELAND - LANDSVIRKJUN  Pre-feasibility for 100 MW
geothermal powerplant in Iceland Reykjavik Energy / Norðurál –
Predesign, feasibility study and evaluation of the plans for
building á geothermal power plant at Hverahlid 90 MW

MASPO - TURKEY  Evaluating resource and potential
development, including risk and drilling strategy

Binary and small
scale geothermal
plants
Binary cycle power plants play an important role in the
world, generating electricity from low and medium
temperature geothermal resources. They provide
solution to exploit reservoirs which are too cold for
conventional flash plants by vaporizing a secondary
working fluid in a closed circulation and are therefore
also suitable for problematic geothermal fluids.
EFLA has extensive experience with design and installing binary
power plants starting with Svartsengi in 1988 and the newest
project is at Flúðir, under construction and to commissioned in
2018. A careful thought should be taken regarding profitability
of geothermal projects which EFLA has specialized in by building
models for energy and cost estimation for binary power plant
projects. The models have been used in numerous feasibility
studies for potential binary power plants.

Geothermal energy can be found everywhere on earth
and binary power plants make it possible to utilize that

• Prefeasibility & Feasibility studies
•

Modelling of binary power
plants

•

Cost estimation of projects

•

Design of binary power plants

•

Tender documents and procure
ment

•

EPC contracting and commissioning

KEY PROJECTS

SERVICE PROVIDED

energy source almost anywhere.

ICELAND - FLÚÐIR   Design and modelling of 1.200 kW
binary power plant at Flúðir in Southern Iceland.
ICELAND - ÖLFUSDALUR   Feasibility study of a 10
MWe binary power plant at Ölfusdal in Southern Iceland.
ICELAND - SELTJARNARNES   Feasibility study and
optimization of a cogeneration of a binary power plant with
the district heating system at the Seltjarnarnes district
heating area in Iceland.
ICELAND - SVARTSENGI   Design and project management for connecting the seven binary units at Svartsengi
Power Plant of 9 MWe.

District Heating
District heating systems distribute heat that is generated
in centralized locations to residential and commercial
sites. The district heating system in Reykjavík is the
largest geothermal district heating system in the world,
and has been under development since the 1930s.
District heating has an important role to play in making
the future energy systems more sustainable, and
increasing the energy efficiency.
The engineers at EFLA provide solutions that are built on a trusted
knowledge and provide complete services in all areas regarding district
heating systems, such as preliminary analysis, cost studies and design.
EFLA has extensive experience in designing district heating systems
and delivers designs that are reliable and efficient.

Geothermal district heating is predictable, local, stable

•

Preliminary studies and cost
analysis

•

Define the supply system at the
planning stage

•

Thermo- and fluid dynamic
modelling of the district heating
systems

•

Preliminary and detailed design

•

Design of pumping stations

•

Design of supply pipe systems and
distribution system

•

3D Modelling

•

Design of control systems and
display system

•

Evaluation and renewal of older
district heating systems

•

Planning and cost estimates

SERVICE PROVIDED

SERVICE PROVIDED

and supports domestic energy security.

ICELAND - EGILSSTAÐIR  Design of district heating
system, supply and distribution, control station and pump
stations. Planning of renewal of the system.
ICELAND - SELFOSS  Design of supply pipe systems,
intakes into residential homes. Design of district heating
systems in areas that are under development
ICELAND - ESKIFJÖRÐUR  Design of the whole district
heating system, from the borehole into the buildings. Design
of the control systems, gas separation, and valve housing.
Production of tender documents and supervision.
NORWAY STAVANGER & SANDNES  Design of
district heating systems in areas under development.

Swimming pools
and spa
Bathing in natural pools has been a part of human
history for centuries. Swimming pools and spa might be
a modern-day invention, but relaxing and enjoying the
numerous health benefits of bathing in thermal baths
is an Icelandic tradition dating back to the country’s
settlement some 1100 years ago.
EFLA has extensive knowledge and experience in designing
swimming pools and carrying out evaluations and redesign of
older pools. EFLA also can assist in identifying if natural geothermal waters have balneotherapy potential. EFLA provides
comprehensive consultation for Civil, HVAC, electrical and
mechanical design of all technical systems associated with good
operation of a swimming pools. A good swimming pool design
includes adequate circulation flow and temperature control
along with good wellness in a sophisticated HVAC and filtration
systems for leisure-, competition pools and hot tubs.

With the long term consulting relationship with spa and
swimming pool owners EFLA is aware of the important
factors that are necessary for successful operation, including the overall energy efficiency, O&M optimization

• Conceptual design
• Identification chemical characteristics of natural geothermal
waters
• Civil design
•

Thermal design

• Pumping and filtration system
• Chemical dosing system

KEY PROJECTS

SERVICE PROVIDED

and life-time costs

THE BLUE LAGOON

Main consultants for renovation

and enlargement of bathing area, including gathering
system for delivery of brine to the SPA and pool area, as well
as the new luxury hotel.
VÖK BATHS

Main consultants for a new geothermal

baths in East Iceland, currently under development.
MUNCIPALITY SWIMMING POOLS

• Ventilation system

MÝVATN NATURE BATHS

• Electrical and lightening system

FONTANA GEOTHERMAL BATHS

Construction
supervision
Fundamental to any development project is that the outcome is according to plans. EFLA can work with geothermal
developers during the construction stages and supervise
the projects progress.
No two geothermal resources are the same, but EFLA´s staff can
provide expert guidance based on 40 years´ experience in geothermal all over the world. Minimizing risk and overseeing the
construction as planned are one of numerous tasks of EFLA´s
geothermal team at any stage of development . These tasks also
include supervision of construction, electrical systems and
welding procedures.

EFLA´s construction supervision team is a vital
part of the successful execution of a construction
project. The team holds the right experience,
knowledge and skills to execute the construction

•

Construction supervision

•

Licensed foremen at
building sites

• Supervision management and
control
•

Site management

• Field supervisors
•

(Field Engineering)

•

Building Manager

•

EHS management and
supervision

•

Pre-operation and
commissioning management

KEY CUSTOMER

SERVICE PROVIDED

supervision diligently.

ICELAND - ÞEISTAREYKIR   Geothermal power plant
supervision. Supervision for the construction of the powerhouse for a 2 x 45 MWe geothermal power plant at Þeistareykir, Iceland, including all interior and exterior finishes.
EFLA also supervised the laying of pipes for steam supply
systems, including welding.

Control System
and Automation
Power plant owners are looking towards increased automation and more precise control of processes. Automation
consultants play an important role working closely with
the owner to develop integrated control system solutions
that meets future requirements.
EFLA offers broad service in the field of process control and
automation solutions for renewable energy, including geothermal and hydro power generation. Strong process knowledge in
geothermal systems, advanced control technology and partnership with leading suppliers of automation products has created
opportunities for EFLA to play a major role in both large and
small projects in Iceland and abroad.

Data collection using process historians and data analysis
are important factor in enabling operation traceability and
quality assurance in plants. This real-time information can

•

Process requirement documents

•

Functional descriptions

•

Tender documents

•

Control system design and
control cubicles

•

Programming of DCS systems and
PLC/SCADA

KEY PROJECTS

SERVICE PROVIDED

be used to process optimization.

ICELAND - ÞEISTAREYKIR   EFLA is a subcontractor for
ABB, Balcke-Dürr and Fuji Electric and is responsible for programming of the DCS control system and played a major role
in plant commissioning and start-up. EFLA´s scope is steam
supply, cold water supply, electrical distribution, cold-end and
integration of turbine and generator controls.
ICELAND - NESJAVALLAVIRKJUN   EFLA's scope has

•

Commissioning and handover

been on consultancy in programming, both PLC and HMI, com-

•

Project management and

missioning and start-up of the steam supply system, district

Supervision

heating part as well as pumping stations and distribution

•

Safety analysis of control
systems and processes

systems.

•

Operations and maintenance
services

•

Training of operator and
service personnel

Transmission
Lines
EFLA has close to 40 years of experience in the design of
transmission lines and has been working on transmission
line projects in over 20 countries. EFLA’s specialists
provide comprehensive consultancy in the field of transmission line design.
EFLA has has highly qualified staff working in 6 different countries,
with extensive experience in the design of transmission lines around
the world. This worldwide experience in various challenging international projects has given EFLA unique perspective and expertise to
solve complicated OHTL projects.

Versatile consulting services for power systems; from
analysis, impact assessments and concept studies
in early stages to completion of design, construction
and operation of power lines as well asunderground

• Route planning and tower spotting

KEY PROJECTS

SERVICE PROVIDED

cables and substations.

NORWAY  420 kV Ofoten - Balsfjord –
Hammerfest (516 km).

•

Geotechnical design and research

•

Electrical and mechanical design

•

Design of conductors, fittings and
insulators

•

Upgrade of existing lines

•

Design of new lines

•

Concept studies

•

Tender documentation

•

Construction management and
technical control

•

Cost studies

SWEDEN  150 kV Moliden – Brattmyrliden for Vattenfall

•

EIA

POLAND  400 kV Milosna – Siedlce.

•

3D visualisations

NORWAY  420 kV Western Corridor,
package 1-3. >10 lines.
CANADA  350 kV DC Labrador island transmission link,
Emergency response plan for overland transmission line. for
Nalcor Energy.
ICELAND  220 kV Suðurnesjalína 2.
ICELAND  Ground cables: 6 different projects in Iceland
from 66 kV – 220 kV.

Acoustics and
Noise control
Environmental noise in populated areas has gained increased attention in recent years. It is a known fact that
noise can cause adverse effects on people’s health and
well-being.
EFLA’s acoustics and noise control team offers a wide selection of
consulting services and carries out production of noise maps
with sound propagation from all kinds of transport, activity and
industry, including drilling, geothermal power plants (blowing),
electrical substations etc.
These noise maps can be important to estimate sound pressure
level at given point, inform employees and/or authorities about
sound pressure level at site, evaluate and select hearing
protectors for certain use or location, or to design and evaluate
possible mitigations to strain noise propagation.

The acoustics within a space have a major impact on
the well-being, capacity and experience of the users.
Numerous studies have shown that high noise levels

•
•

Outdoor and indoor noise
measurements
Evaluation of both airborne and
impact sound insulation of
building components

KEY PROJECTS

SERVICE PROVIDED

does impact people negatively.

ICELAND  Measurements and noise mapping at drill site
during drilling of geothermal well at Hellisheiðarvirkjun
ICELAND  Strategic noise mapping and various municipalities, with noise calculations for road traffic noise on the
grounds of regulations.

•

Acoustical design of buildings

•

Noise mapping

•

Evaluation of hearing protectors

Rogaland state in Norway and indoor noise levels from traffic

•

Information about sound
propaga tion for employees or
authorities

measured.

•

Design of mitigation, indoors or
outdoors components

NORWAY   Assessments on traffic noise in various areas of

ICELAND  Acoustic measurements were conducted of the
noise emitted from the structure and they used to calibrate
the model made of the sound propagation in the area.

Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA)
The goal of an LCA is to identify which phases of the life
cycle have the largest impact on the environment and
how the design, production or operation of a product or
service can be optimized to minimize these impacts.
EFLA is a leading consultant in Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) and
in the calculation of both ecological and carbon footprints for
products and services. Our team of experts has carried out numerous LCAs for the energy sector, namely in the field of geothermal
power, hydropower, wind power and electricity transmission.

A transparent and reliable disclosure of information on
a company’s or organization’s environmental performance
can serve as a competitive advantage and is key in decision
making and in minimizing environmental impacts from

•

Sustainability reporting

•

Greenhouse gas reporting

•

Emissions accounting and
revision

•

Complete or simplified Life
Cycle Assessments (LCA) for
products or services

•

Carbon footprint calculations for

•

products, processes or services

•

Preparation of Environmental

•

Product Declarations (EPD) for

•

products or services

KEY PROJECTS

AMONG SERVICES

direct and indirect operations.

ICELAND - LANDSNET   LCAs have been performed for
electricity generation in three different hydropower plants
around Iceland, two research wind turbines and an LCA is now
being conducted for Landsvirkjun’s newest geothermal plant in
Northeast Iceland.
ICELAND - LANDSNET   An LCA was carried out on electricity transmission via overhead lines and underground cables
in the Icelandic transmission system.
NORWAY - STATNETT   A comparative LCA was carried
out to study three transmission tower types currently in development at Statnett, Norway.

